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a b s t r a c t 
Smart Cities are employing information and communication technologies in the quest for sustainable eco- 
nomic development and the fostering of new forms of collective life. They facilitate connections between 
citizens and organizations that are of paramount importance for their long-term sustainability. As cities 
become more complex and their communities more dispersed, questions such as ‘where can I ﬁnd …’ 
are increasingly pertinent. In this paper, we introduce NomaBlue, a new vision of spatial recognition in 
smart cities, the proposed system is based on an intelligent nomadic data collection and users’ collabora- 
tion using smart Bluetooth technology. We demonstrate using two case-studies that our approach is ca- 
pable of proposing an eﬃcient spatial recognition service while supporting a range of users’ constraints, 
our system is disconnected from the internet, it can operate in any indoor/outdoor area, it doesn’t re- 
quire pre-deﬁned geographic databases and uses a new concept of nomadic data collection and sharing 
to speed-up the circulating information in smart cities. 
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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0. Introduction 
The concept of Smart City (SC) as a means to enhance the
uality of citizens’ lives has been gaining increasing importance
n the agendas of research communities. There is no unique
eﬁnition for a smart city. The interpretations and deﬁnitions
sed by different interest groups, stakeholders and regions vary
ubstantially. However, there is wide agreement about the fact
hat SCs are characterized by a pervasive use of information and
ommunication technologies ( Zanella, Bui, Castellani, Vangelista,
 Zorzi, 2014 ), which, in various urban domains, help cities make
etter use of their resources, and assure future viability and pros-
erity in metropolitan areas. In Anthopoulos and Reddick (2016 ),
Cs are deﬁned as innovation not necessarily but mainly based
n information and communication technologies, which aims to∗ Corresponding author. 
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runo.Bouchard.PhD@ieee.org (B. Bouchard). 
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957-4174/© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. nhance urban quality of life in terms of people, governance,
conomy, mobility, environment and living. 
One of the evolving domains of Smart Cities is smart buildings
n which researchers are adopting sustainable building technolo-
ies to create smart living and working environments. These
ntities will keep a range of continuous calculations to propose
ﬃcient services to citizens (e.g. Aspects related to the quality
f life in a residential building such as comfort, lighting, and
eating ( Medina, Gómez, Romera, Gómez, & Dorrozoro, 2012 )).
urthermore, these smart buildings will provide a real-time extern
nformation to the city and its citizens, information that will
acilitate the urban development and the citizens’ quality of life.
onsequently, people will no longer visit an ordinary place, but
 smart place of interest (SPOI is a smart (urban) geo-referenced
bject where a person may carry out a speciﬁc activity) that
rovides enhanced information both unobtrusively and in real
ime. For instance, SPOI will provide continuously a set of static
etadata (the nature and the type of the building, number of
oors, opening hours, …etc.) and dynamic metadata (temperature,
umidity, the number of people inside the building, discounts of
he day if the building is a shop, menu of the day if the building
s a restaurant, …etc.). In SC, the update of this metadata needs
o be instantaneous in order to provide an eﬃcient information
72 M. Boukhechba et al. / Expert Systems With Applications 77 (2017) 71–82 
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f  about the users’ context. This characteristic will increase the use
of such service to become a primary input for a new class of mo-
bile services such as smart traﬃc monitoring, social networking,
marketing and cognitive assistance. 
Though, existing geographic data providers ( Ballard, 2012;
Brinkhoff, 2016; Shekhar & Xiong, 2008 ) encounter diﬃculties to
meet the problem of updating information in smart cities, informa-
tion that can change every hour. In fact, existing geo-exploration
techniques are based on pre-deﬁned spatial databases that pro-
vide a static information about the concerned geographic entity,
e.g. the geographic shape, amenity, entrance…etc. However, this
information is insuﬃcient when used in smart cities because of
the inability to provide richer and updated information, in fact,
the majority of spatial data used around the world suffers few
months’ delay ( Holland, 2003 ). For instance, let us take the case
of a recommendation application that suggests a set of shops lo-
cated in the surroundings of users, and imagine that a new shop
has just opened in the neighborhood. As the existing spatial anal-
ysis techniques refer to the pre-deﬁned spatial databases for the
recommendation process, this new shop is unrecognizable by these
services until the next database update which can take several
months. Moreover, every shop may have a speciﬁc daily infor-
mation that it would like to share, e.g. new products, discounts,
new opening hours …etc. Handling these daily updates may be-
come unfeasible using the existing spatial analysis techniques due
to the time and the cost needed for such daily data collection and
management. 
In order to address such weaknesses, we propose a new vi-
sion of spatial recognition that offers to the citizens of SCs, an
instantiate spatial service without any use of pre-deﬁned spatial
databases. Basing on a nomadic data collection and sharing, our
work will offer an updated information about the Smart Cities’ ge-
ographic entities. In this paper, we introduce NomaBlue, a smart
Bluetooth-based and battery-friendly oﬄine service that operates
on users’ phones without any additional connections requirement. 
Citizens in smart cities play an important role in the evolution
patterns of SCs as they represent one of the mobile agents of the
city. They move in the various corners of the city taking their mo-
bile devices with them everywhere. On the other side, the mobile
phone is no longer a communication device only, but also a power-
ful environmental sensing unit that can monitor a user’s ambient
context discreetly and incessantly. As such, we will combine the
sensing power of mobile phones and smart buildings in order to
provide an eﬃcient smart spatial recognition service. 
The main idea of our system is based on the observation of
a real-life situation, when a person is searching for some place
in the city, he would probably start asking people around him if
they know where to ﬁnd this place, he would continue asking the
people that he meets until ﬁnding his way. NomaBlue reproduces
the same process but more eﬃciently; when two users meet each
other in the street, they share a quantity of data instantly and un-
obtrusively using low energy Bluetooth signals, without any physi-
cal contact or even knowing what the other user is searching for. 
NomaBlue is designed for SCs where Bluetooth beacons are
amply deployed in the city. However as the proposed system
prerequisites are only the user smartphones and the Bluetooth
beacons, NomaBlue can be used in any environment where these
two technologies are present such as malls, oﬃces and airports,
not necessarily in SCs only. More examples of NomaBlue usage
will be presented in Section 3. 
The following sections detail our contribution where we will
answer the following questions: (i) how can the sensing power of
mobile phones and smart buildings be combined in order to pro-
vide an eﬃcient smart spatial recognition service? (ii) is it possi-
ble to create a geographic data source without using the internet
or predeﬁned geographic databases ?. Section 2 reviews related works; Section 3 presents our re-
earch methodology by highlighting three parts: the overall pro-
ess of our approach, the privacy and security in Nomablue as
ell as a third part where we illustrate some usage examples
f the proposed solution; Section 4 describes the experimenta-
ions. Finally, conclusion and future focus, are summarized in
ection 5 . 
. Background 
Our proposal provides a new geographic data source for
ocation-aware systems by using the emerging social interaction
n the cities to create a dynamic ﬂow of information. This ﬂow is
uilt using transparent digital interactions between the citizens of
he city. In order to discuss the different parts of our proposal, we
ivide our related works section into three parts: geographic data
ources, social interactions in the city and Bluetooth systems. 
.1. Geographic data source 
Geospatial analysis in urban areas has been well-explored in
he last decades ( Geographic Information Analysis and Spatial Data,
010; Holland, 2003 ). Moving from the realms of academic re-
earch, the technology was ﬁrst harnessed to the needs of large
nformation-hungry organizations such as local authorities, envi-
onmental agencies, emergency services and utilities providers.
ore recently, GIS has leapfrogged onto the back of advances in
esktop and mobile computing to ﬁnd applications in every con-
eivable area of business activity ( Ruta, Scioscia, Ieva, Loseto, & Di
ciascio, 2012; Shekhar & Xiong, 2008 ). 
Location-aware mobile applications are fed from geographic
arehouses in two ways: online and oﬄine modes ( Holland, 2003 ).
nline services require the internet to communicate with the cen-
ralized geographic servers, this is insured using cartographic Web
ervices such as Web mapping, feature and processing services
 Geographic Information Analysis and Spatial Data, 2010 ). The ge-
graphic data can be produced manually by the application devel-
pers or by referring to one of the geo-data provider companies
uch as Google ( Ballard, 2012 ), ESRI ( Shekhar & Xiong, 2008 ) and
penStreetMap (OSM) ( Brinkhoff, 2016 ). Let us take the example of
he Waze application ( Waze, 2016 ), it is a community-based traf-
c and navigation app that shares real-time traﬃc and road in-
ormation, the aim is to save everyone time and gas money on
heir daily commute. Every Waze user that went to share or get
raﬃc information needs to be connected to the internet because
hey use Web Feature Services to store and defuse the users’ no-
iﬁcations. Our work is similar to Waze in some points since both
orks are community-based systems. Moreover, as our work, Waze
ry to ﬁll the gap between users and geographic data providers by
ffering information that does not exist in the providers databases,
.g. nearby police activity, accidents, traﬃc cameras, potholes,…etc.
owever, in our case, users don’t need to be connected to the in-
ernet and don’t need to harvest and share any information man-
ally since in NomaBlue, the data collection and sharing processes
re made without any user intervention. 
The second technique to provide geo-data is oﬄine mode, the
oncept is to avoid using the internet to get data, the main idea
s to store the geographic database of the city in the user’s mobile
hone. In fact, many mobile GIS solutions such as Gis2go (2016 )
nd GIS Cloud (2016 ) offer an oﬄine version to avoid the con-
traints linked to the use of networks. For instance, Esri company,
ne of the world’s biggest GIS companies, has provided a whole
untime ( ArcGIS Runtime SDKs, 2016 ) to support oﬄine mapping,
t includes map viewing, interaction, editing and routing while
ully disconnected from wireless. However, this technique requires
M. Boukhechba et al. / Expert Systems With Applications 77 (2017) 71–82 73 
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fhe storage of the whole heavy geographic database in mobile
hones, those devices that are characterized by a limited storage
nd calculation capacities. Moreover, the user has to download a
ifferent database each time he moves to another city, else, the
ystem is unusable. Unlike these systems, our approach is designed
o operate from the ﬁrst instants without using any predeﬁned ge-
graphic database. As the data collection is based on a collabora-
ive data sharing, the system can operate in any area that contains
 minimum of collaborators with whom the user will get city in-
ormation. 
Furthermore, the lack of oﬄine data sources is the update of
eographic data that can change frequently. For instance, informa-
ion such as daily offers of a shop cannot be offered by these data
roviders. 
.2. Social interactions in the cities 
In addition to user mobility, another deﬁning characteristic of
obile systems is user social interaction. A variety of new ap-
lications focus on facilitating social activities in pervasive sys-
ems. For example, new internet dating services allow clients to
se their cell phones’ Bluetooth radios to detect when they are in
he proximity of a person that matches their interests ( BlueDating,
016 ). Other companies are offering ﬁle-sharing software for mo-
ile phones that allows users to share ring-tones, music, games,
hotos, and video ( File Transfer for Android, 2016 , Leawo iTransfer,
016 ). The digital encounter concept used in these apps is well ex-
lained in Schieck, Kostakos, and Penn (2009 ) where authors ex-
lore the types of encounters that technology enables, they also
nvestigate the relation between consciousness of communication
nd intention of interaction in a city context by comparing two
rototypes that generate different types of digital encounters, a
arpet and Bluetooth prototypes. 
Authors in Miklas et al. (2007 ) have gone further in exploiting
ocial interactions in mobile systems where they investigate how
obile systems could exploit people’s social interactions to im-
rove these systems’ performance and query hit rate. They study
hree diverse mobile systems: DTN routing protocols, ﬁrewalls pre-
enting a worm infection, and a mobile P2P ﬁle-sharing system to
onﬁrm that mobile systems can beneﬁt substantially from exploit-
ng social information. 
.3. Bluetooth systems 
The constrained physical and link layer technologies in smart
ities are generally characterized by low energy consumption and
elatively low transfer rates. One of the most prominent solutions
n this category is the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or also called
luetooth 4.0 or Smart Bluetooth ( Decuir, 2014 ). BLE advertising
eacons are particularly attractive because of the promise of long
attery lives of many years, and so low maintenance requirements.
oreover, the low price of Bluetooth beacons (around 20 $) repre-
ents an attractive solution for transmitting SPOI metadata ( Statler,
016b ). Beacons transmit a low-power signal that can be picked
p by nearby Bluetooth-enabled mobile devices, including smart-
hones. They broadcast short-range signals that can be detected by
pps on mobile devices in close proximity to a beacon (20–200 m)
 Statler, 2016a ). 
Morover, the future Bluetooth 5.0 is supposed to quadruple
ange, double the speed and increase data broadcasting capacity
y 800% ( Bluetooth 5.0, 2016 ). Extending range will deliver robust,
eliable internet of Things (IoT) connections that make full-home
nd building and outdoor use cases a reality. Higher speeds will
end data faster and optimize responsiveness. Increasing broad-
ast capacity will propel the next generation of “connectionless”ervices like beacons and location-relevant information and navi-
ation. These Bluetooth advancements open up more possibilities
o build accessible and interoperable Bluetooth apps. 
Bluetooth has a very important role to play in the develop-
ent of smart cities. Bluetooth is an emerging platform for future
elecommunications and thus has a lot to offer. Since the birth of
LE technology in June 2010, we have witnessed valuable works
hat use this low-energy technology in several areas ( Chang, Li,
 Huang, 2016 ). In 2014, Regent Street (RS) in London is set to
ecome the ﬁrst shopping street in Europe to pioneer a mobile
hone app which delivers personalized content to shoppers during
heir visit ( Discover your Regent Street, 2016 ), every store along
he mile-long RS has installed BLE beacons to broadcast offers to
hoppers as they walk past the shop front. The mobile app, avail-
ble to download from the App Store and Google Play, uses Beacon
evices which are placed in stores to push personalized messages
nd offers to consumers’ smartphones whilst they stroll down the
treet and shop. Moreover, users have the ability to pay their bills
ransmitted automatically by beacons to their phones at the end of
heir shopping. 
In fact, RS application is a good example that supports the us-
bility and feasibility of our approach. RS application can be seen
s a use case of NomaBlue, since the spatial exploration is made
sing BLE devices. However, the RS app wait until shoppers walk
ast by the beacon to alerts their phones about the shops infor-
ation, our work is different from this, if NomaBlue is deployed
n RS, the users will be notiﬁed about the shops information with-
ut necessarily passing by them. The concept of collaborative data
xchange that we propose permits to transfer permanently the set
f the daily offers and upcoming events from one user to another
long the RS. 
Furthermore, a British department store group called House
f Fraser (2016 ) announced in August 2015 the introduction of
eacon-equipped mannequins in its Aberdeen store to provide cus-
omers with a more engaging retail experience. When a customer
ith an enabled smartphone app is within 50 m of the mannequin,
he beacon sends a signal providing them with useful informa-
ion: details about the clothes and accessories the mannequin
s wearing, the price, where the items can be found within the
tore and links to purchase the items directly from the retailer’s
ebsite. 
Samsung’s digital discovery tool ( Samsung Digital Discovery
our, 2016 ) is another example of BLE usability in SCs. Samsung,
ydney Opera House’s principal partner, created the discovery pro-
ram to enhance junior tours of the opera house for years 3 and 4
tudents. BlueCats company ( BlueCats Beacons, 2016 ) provided of-
ine beacon caching to enable the devices to range beacons with-
ut internet connectivity. The ‘Quest to Stop the Mischief-making-
pera Ghost’ app (existing only on the tablets designated for the
roject) enhances student engagement with the Opera House in-
luding questions and information relating to the Australian na-
ional curriculum such as the creative arts, drama and indigenous
istory. The BlueCats BLE beacons used in this project enabled a
ore immersive, and engaging experience with the tour and the
ich history of the Opera House. 
All of these projects are city probes: a technological perturba-
ion of the city experience made with the aim of understanding
ore about how to design user experiences in the city. As seen
bove, signiﬁcant effort s have been undert aken f or an eﬃcient us-
ge of BLE devices in future cities. In this context, we propose a
ew spatial recognition system that offers an oﬄine use of geo-
raphic data using BLE devices. Unlike the existing solution, our
pproach is disconnected from the internet, it doesn’t require pre-
eﬁned geographic databases and it uses a new concept of no-
adic data collection and sharing to speed-up the circulating in-
ormation in SCs. 
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Fig. 1. An example of a smart city disposition. 
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c  3. Research methodology 
3.1. Overview of the approach 
We assume that in SCs, every building is a kind of alive en-
tity that can interact with its environment, these entities have the
intelligence to capture some information and to transmit others
dynamically depending on the situation context. In our work we
will focus on the transmission capability of smart buildings. Ev-
ery SPOI contains one or more Bluetooth transmitters that repre-
sent its identity. As said earlier, the constrained physical and link
layer technologies in smart cities are generally characterized by
low energy consumption, thus, we assume that the Bluetooth de-
vices used in the Smart buildings are Bluetooth 4.0 which is an
upgrade from Bluetooth 3.0 that includes a power-saving feature
called “low-energy technology”, it also relies on high-speed data
transfers introduced in Bluetooth 3.0, a BLE device can operate for
several years without changing its battery ( Giovanelli, Milosevic, &
Farella, 2015 ). 
Thus, every transmitter propagates continuously a low energy
Bluetooth signal that contains all kinds of SPOI metadata, static
or dynamic, calculated automatically (e.g. number of people in-
side the SPOI) or put manually by a human (e.g. a slogan of a
restaurant), diffused all-time or at speciﬁc moments. Actually, the
metadata can contain all types of transmittable human information
about the SPOI. 
For instance, let us take the example shown in Fig. 1 , imagine
that the blue rectangles represent shops located in an urban area,
the small dark points represent Bluetooth transmitters located in-
side every shop. These BLE devices will transmit a constant signal
containing information that the shop owner would share with the
community. The system accepts a BLE transmitter administrator for
each building (in our example, he can be the shop owner) that
has the ability to update information contained inside the trans-
mitter using a mobile administrator application (see Fig. 1 where
the building administrator updates information of the BLE trans-
mitter). 
For example, the metadata can contain the opening hours, the
type of business, the daily or weekly discounts and the congestion
inside the shop calculated in function of the number of visitorsusing counting sensors). Users moving in the surroundings of this
rea are continuously informed about the metadata described ear-
ier, consequently, if a user is searching for a speciﬁc product, he
ill get immediately all the opened shops having discounts con-
erning this product, moreover, he can choose between the shops
n function of the congestion inside the shop or the waiting time
n the checkout line. We will see in the following, how NomaBlue
eeps users aware of the information updated in the neighbor-
oods. 
We assume that every user has a Bluetooth 4.0 equipped mo-
ile phone. When a person moves in the city, our system tracks
ontinuously the Bluetooth signals found in the neighborhood in
rder to explore the nearby SPOI, thus, in every moment that the
pplication (deployed on the user phone) detects a new BLE signal,
t connects to it to extract the concerned metadata. This metadata
s processed and stored in the user’s phone (See U 3 in Fig. 1 ). Note
hat in real life, a geographic area may contain a multitude of BLE
ignals, not necessarily only those of SPOI. Identifying and secur-
ng SPOIs’ BLE signals are necessary steps, but as our contribution
s principally focused on the nomadic data sharing, we will not go
eep in the description of this step. Generally, BLE device compa-
ies such as BlueCats Beacons (2016 ) provide their own embed-
ed identiﬁcation and security protocols. Moreover, they provide
 cloud platform to store and protect every beacon data, and offer
obile tools to manage the ﬂeet of beacons, edit its properties and
iew collected insights. 
Therefore, every user U i collects a quantity of data Q i that rep-
esents the set of already explored SPOIs. In order to propose a
etter spatial exploration, we have introduced a new sharing con-
ept, on every two user encounter in the street, they share a sub-
uantity of data instantly and unobtrusively. The shared data will
et the user being aware of an unexplored region yet, this charac-
eristic will create a dynamic that will speed-up the ﬂow of the cir-
ulating information, and will keep it updated and available for ev-
ryone. For instance, imagine that U 1 receives a part of U 2 ’s knowl-
dge (see Fig. 1 ), U 1 will accordingly have information about all the
uildings that are situated on the other side of the street without
ny effort. 
However, the number of people present in the street may be-
ome higher in big cities, doing bilateral sharing for every two
earby users may become very resource-hungry for mobile phones,
onsequently, we will present in the following sections how we
roceed to explore the maximum city space in the least time while
inimizing the data sharing. 
.1.1. Nomadic spatial exploration 
Whenever the user moves, the mobile app in his device con-
ects to every new building BLE signal to explore the SPOI data
nder a frequency rate that is linked to the user speed. In order
o simplify our approach, we will assume in this paper that the
luetooth sampling rate T s for building exploration is 30 s. 
The set of collected data is stored incrementally in the mobile
hone. As said previously, the buildings can transmit any commu-
icable human information, so, it was crucial to introduce an on-
ology part in our system that structure the set of information that
he buildings want to send. Our work in this context is inspired by
SM ontology ( Ruta et al., 2012 ). Each Building entity includes a
nique identiﬁcation code, latitude and longitude coordinates, ver-
ioning information and optional general-purpose informative tags.
 tag is a key-value pair of Unicode strings of up to 255 characters.
ach tag describes a speciﬁc feature of a spatial data element . 
Using tags permit to have a meaningful human semantic infor-
ation about the SPOI. Tags are written as key = value. The key
escribes a broad class of features (for example, names, types,
eight). The value details the speciﬁc feature that was generally
lassiﬁed by the key, for example, buildings contain the tag build-
M. Boukhechba et al. / Expert Systems With Applications 77 (2017) 71–82 75 
Table 1 
A simpliﬁed example of the SPOIs table. 
ID Longitude Latitude Tags 
1 −71 .0572413 48 .4210453 Building = hotel/Name = the hotel/ Stars = 4/Rooms = 25/Beds = 45/Breakfast = yes/Internet_access = wlan …
2 −71 .0572532 48 .4210250 Building = stadium/Sport = soccer/ Capacity = 70 K/ Owner = The city…
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Fig. 2. An example of one user’s Knowledge circle KC. Blue squares are explored 
entities. Outside the circle, the area is unknown. (For interpretation of the refer- 
ences to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
Fig. 3. Example of a user’s knowledge presentation in Montreal City using one 
global KC (A) and multiple KCs without noise (B). The user’s knowledge is scattered 
between two regions forming two clusters and some noise between them. 
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g  ng that can take one of the followings values: buildings = {apart-
ents, hotel, house, commercial, cathedral, kiosk…etc.} 
After that, if the building is commercial we can add the tag
hop with one of the following values: shop = {alcohol, conve-
ience, mall, supermarket…etc.} 
Furthermore, we can add other relevant information such as:
ﬂoor = ∗, wheelchair = ∗, internet access = ∗, opening hours = ∗, pay-
ent methods = ∗, phone = ∗, website = ∗ …etc.}. 
Consequently, the data stored in users’ phones will look like the
xample presented in Table 1 , at every new BLE signal detected,
ur system read the Bluetooth data and save a new record in the
POIs table. 
For information about the technical way of reading Bluetooth
ata, please refer to the Bluetooth Generic Attribute Proﬁle (GATT)
 Giovanelli et al., 2015 ) that deﬁnes the way that two Bluetooth
ow Energy devices transfer data back and forth using concepts
alled Services and Characteristics. 
So far, we have seen that every user in the city harvests data
rom the buildings BLE transmitters, but as said earlier, if we aim
or a more eﬃcient spatial exploration system, we have to in-
roduce a resource-sharing process that let exploring city areas
apidly and eﬃciently, without necessarily going there. We are go-
ng to see in the following parts, under what rules our sharing pro-
ess is designed. 
.1.2. Knowledge sharing 
In the parallel of exploring the buildings BLE signals in the SC,
he users have the ability to send and to receive information un-
onsciously and promptly. This sharing process can be seen as a
ollaborative social mechanism to keep the circulating information
pdated and widely shared. Therefore, we have implemented some
haring rules in order to maximize the user explored city space
hile minimizing the exploration time. 
Sharing knowledge at every two users meeting is a power-
ungry technique, consequently, in order to propose a phone
attery-friendly solution, we adopt that the Knowledge sharing is
ot processed at every moment but at a speciﬁc moment called T e .
n fact, the idea behind T e is quite similar to the human heart rate.
he heart rate can vary according to the body’s physical needs,
ncluding the need to absorb oxygen and excrete carbon dioxide.
hen the need to these parameters increases, the heart rate in-
reases too, and vice versa. 
In a similar way, the time exchange frequency T e is calculated in
unction of the necessity of obtaining new knowledge (metadata of
ew SPOIs). When the user needs to further explore his surround-
ngs the T e frequency decrease (i.e. the exploration rate increase)
nd vice versa. 
Suppose that the user knowledge linked to the explored SPOIs
s represented by a circle that contains all the explored buildings
uch represented in Fig. 2 . As such we introduce the knowledge
ircle KC , as an area which its center is the center of gravity of the
xplored entities. 
Users’ knowledge can be divided into several areas depend-
ng on the user patterns, for instance, a user’s knowledge can be
ivided between two distant cities because he has the habit of
pending time in both of them. As such KC has to behave accord-
ngly, because if we form one circle for both cities, the KC will cer-
ainly contain unexplored areas (compare (A) and (B) in Fig. 3 ). Moreover, users’ knowledge may contain noise, for instance,
he geographic coordinate of a BLE transmitter may be introduced
rongly (the buildings will be considered very distant from the
ser). Another example of the noise generation is when a user re-
eives a small quantity of data from a user that came from a dis-
ant provenance. As seen in Fig. 3 , including noise in KC fakes the
ser’s knowledge representation. 
As such, the calculation of KC must be handled carefully to
void including unexplored areas inside the circle. A user may have
everal KCs depending on his pattern (ex. (B) in Fig. 3 ). Basing on
hese facts, we calculate KC by using an incremental version of DB-
CAN ( Chakraborty, Nagwani, & Dey, 2011 ) (Density-based spatial
lustering of applications with noise). Given a set of points in some
pace, DBSCAN groups together points that are closely packed to-
ether (points with many nearby neighbors), marking as outliers
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Fig. 5. An example of the sending data process. 
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c  points that lie alone in low-density regions (whose nearest neigh-
bors are too far away). 
This algorithm can be tuned with two parameters: ε which
determines how far to search for points near a given point, and
minPts, which determines how many points should be present in
the neighborhood of a given point in order to keep expanding a
given cluster. In NomaBlue, we use ε = 100 m and minP ts = 5 ,
which means that the minimum number of entities to form a KC is
5 entities in an area of 100 m. These parameters are learned from
the simulated dataset presented in the experimentation section. 
By deﬁnition, a user moves inside one of his KCs , our work is to
make sure that the user will never be out of his KC to avoid going
to a unexplored area, thus, we introduce the position indicator P
that is calculated as mentioned in Eq. 1 . 
P = U DB /K C radius (1)
Where U DB is the distance from the user to the KC border (if
the user has multiple KCs, p is calculated using the KC where the
user is present) and KC radius is the radius of KC . 
P can be seen as a knowledge security indicator. When the user
is in the center of his knowledge P → 0, which means that the
area around him is well explored. However, P → 1 when a user ap-
proaches the border of the explored area, this means that the user
will soon be in a situation of knowledge deﬁcit. 
T e is linked to P. When P → 0, the user is near the center of his
knowledge, consequently, there is no need to explore further the
neighborhood, so, the frequency time of knowledge sharing T e will
be increased. On the other hand, when P → 1 because the user is
near the KC border, we need to enrich the user knowledge quickly
by providing new SPOIs, so, T e will take small frequencies. Based
on these conclusions, we calculate T e as mentioned in Eq. 2 where
D e is the duration of the exchange. 
T e = e 2 ( 1 −p ) D e (2)
Note that we set D e as a user-deﬁned threshold in order to sim-
plify our proposal, our future work will include a dynamic way to
adjust D e automatically in function of the user situation (speed and
number of neighbors). 
The Fig. 4 illustrates an example of T e variation in function
of P. For instance, when the user position at the moment T is
P = 0 . 3 , given ( 2 ), the next moment for sharing knowledge will
be: T + 250 s (see Fig. 4 ). So the algorithm will wait 250 s to re-
ceive knowledge from other users during D e = 60 s . After that, the
T e will be updated in function of the new P and so on. 
As seen so far, we have discussed how we choose the appro-
priate time to share knowledge in order to reduce the power con-
sumption of our approach, this time is calculated in function of the
users’ necessity to explore the city. The next step will continue in
this battery saving perspective where we will discuss the protocols
of the sharing process. 
3.1.3. Pairing selection 
On every T e , the user will unobtrusively make a data exchange
with the nearby other users during a duration D e . As the time dis-
posed for this step may be short, and in order to minimize the dataxchange to preserve phone resources, the sharing process must
ndergo a pairing selection. The pairing is a mechanism in which
wo devices establish a relationship by creating a shared secret key
nown as a link key. If both devices store the same link key, they
re said to be paired or bonded, and so, they can communicate
utually. 
During the Sharing Duration D e , the user may have several
ther users with whom he can share data, however, we will se-
ect during this process few users basing on two rules; the selected
ser has to be free (not already paired with another user), and the
econd rule is that there is no need to receive the same data from
everal users. This technique aims to discard the useless calcula-
ions that drain the phone resources. Consequently, we select each
ime, a free user with a different proﬁle to be sure that he brings
ew knowledge. The user proﬁle is deduced from his geographic
rovenance, or in other terms, we will choose each time a new
ser that came from different provenance. 
For instance, let us take the example presented in Fig. 1 , there
re six users U i in this city area. For the user U 1 , suppose that at
he moment T e , he starts receiving data from other users, the ﬁrst
ser that he meets is U 2 , so he keeps receiving data from him
uring a pairing duration D p (will be introduced later). After that
 1 will choose a new user from whom receiving data, he has the
hoice between U 3 , U 4 , U 5 , U 6 , the algorithm will notice that all
he users came from different provenances except U 4 and U 5 , con-
equently, U 1 will receive data from U 3 , U 6 and only the ﬁrst come
etween U 4 and U 5 . 
To differentiate between the user provenances, we introduce
he concept of user provenances signature US i , it is a ID combina-
ion of the last three roads that the user has passed through, for
xample, in Fig. 1 , when U 4 is near U 1 , he will have the following
ignature: U S 4 = ( 16 , 23 , 131 ) . Thus, at each meeting of a new user,
he algorithm checks for his US i , if the signature is already known,
he algorithm will pass to another user, otherwise, it requests a
airing between the two users. 
.1.4. Sending data 
We are aware that sending ﬁles in urban areas might suffer
rom some diﬃculties linked to the interruptions that may break
he sending process. Moreover, as the Bluetooth 4.0 is not designed
or sending heavy data, we will process by sending a multitude
f small compressed ﬁles, this permit to insure that a minimum
f data is sent if any interruption happens. The theoretical data
ransfer speed of BLE is up to one Mbit/s, but this rate concerns
he physical Layer transfer speed and doesn’t account for a proto-
ol overhead. The achievable data rate is a device dependent value
etween 10 kB/s and 70 kB/s ( Giovanelli et al., 2015 ). 
As such, we send small ﬁles that contain 10 SPOIs metadata, the
ize of each ﬁle when compressed is around 10 0 0 b, i.e. less than
 Kb (this number is obtained from the average size of 10 0 0 com-
ressed ﬁles, each ﬁle contains 10 different real OSM POIs with
ifferent numbers of tags) (see Fig. 5 ), thus, we can send theo-
etically between at least 5 and 10 ﬁles (50–100 SPOIs data) per
econd, and up to 700 ﬁles (70 0 0 SPOIs data). 
The compression process is a background service that operates
ncrementally. On every new 10 POIs, the algorithm compress them
nto a separated ﬁle using zlib compression library ( zlib, 2016 ),
onsequently, when the algorithm needs to send packets to an-
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Algorithm 1. 
The overall algorithm of NomaBlue. 
Input: A user position; 
Output: A set of SPOIs data; 
1: On every T s 
2: Read and store Beacons data; 
3: If ( number of non-compressed POIs > = 10 ) 
4: Compress data; 
5: End 
6: End 
7: On every T e 
8: Repeat until T ≥ T e +D e 
9: On every D p 
10: Choose one free user with different signature US i ; 
11: If ( selected user is on his exchange time ) 
12: Bilateral exchange (compressed ﬁles); 
13: Else 
14: Unilateral exchange (compressed ﬁles); 
15: End 
16: Recalculate D p 
17: End 
18: End repeat 
19: Calculate KC, P and new T e ; 
20: End 
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w  ther user, it will ﬁnd these ﬁles ready to be sent one by one (see
lgorithm 1 , lines [1,6]) . 
Sharing data between two users accept two scenarios; Sharing
n the two directions (i.e. every user send and receive data), this
cenario happens when both the two users are on their sharing
ime intervals [ T e , T e + D e ] (i.e. both users need to receive data). 
The second scenario is when only one user is on his sharing
ime interval (i.e. only one user needs to receive data). For the bidi-
ectional sharing, the algorithm in each device sends and receives
he small already compressed ﬁles alternately, while in the uni-
irectional sharing, the sending user will keep sending the com-
ressed ﬁles continually (see Algorithm 1 , row [7,10]). 
The pairing duration D p between two users is calculated as fol-
ows: 
 p = D e /Nbn (3) 
Where Nbn is the number of nearby not paired users. The aim
f such technique is to harvest the maximum data from differ-
nt provenance, consequently, a bigger KC . For instance, suppose
hat D e = 60 s , if the algorithms detects only won nearby user,
he whole duration will be dedicated to exchanging with that use,
owever, if the algorithm detests three potential users, the dura-
ion D e will be divided into three intervals, i.e. 20 s for each user. 
This pairing duration D p is recalculated after every pairing step,
ecause the number of nearby users may change meanwhile. 
As described in Algorithm 1 , NomaBlue users achieve two par-
llel processes, the ﬁrst process (see lines [1,6]) is the SPOIs explo-
ation, where every user scan the nearby BLE of SPOIs, on a sam-
ling frequency rate called T s . 
Simultaneously, the second process (see rows [7,20]) is achieved
n every time exchange rate T e where users exchange information
asing on their knowledge acquisition necessity, they share their
nowledge about the explored SPOIs during an exchange duration
 e . 
.2. Security and privacy in NomaBlue 
To make sure that the communication over BLE is always se-
ured and protected, we rely on the Bluetooth Core Speciﬁcation
 Haataja, Hyppönen, Pasanen, & Toivanen, 2013 ) that provides sev-
ral features to cover the encryption, trust, data integrity and pri-
acy of the user’s data. .2.1. Exploring BLE beacons 
Generally, BLE device companies provide their own embedded
dentiﬁcation and security protocols. For instance, the beacons that
e used in our experimentation ( BlueCats Beacons, 2016 ) offer a
ecure mode for a more robust level of security. A secure mode
roadcast does not advertise a static identiﬁer, but rolls the ad-
ertisement periodically. This advertisement must be decoded by
he BlueCats SDK, via a proprietary multi-step decryption proce-
ure and assures that only authorized apps (utilizing the BlueCats
DK, and having been granted permission) can interpret beacons
nd retriever information from them. 
.2.2. Sharing data 
The pairing mechanism is the process where the parties in-
olved in the communication exchange their identity information
o set up trust and get the encryption keys ready for the future
ata exchange. Depending on the user’s requirement and the ca-
ability of the device, Bluetooth has several options for pairing. In
ersion 4.0 of the core speciﬁcations, Bluetooth with its low en-
rgy functionality uses the Secure Simple Pairing model, in which
evices choose one method from Just Works, Passkey Entry and
OB. In NomaBlue we use the Just Works mode in order to secure
he users pairing without their intervention ( Haataja et al., 2013 ).
ote that this point will be enhanced in our future work by adding
 new application-level security layer. The reason for such layer is
o improve active and passive eavesdropping protections. 
After the Pairing process, the following keys are exchanged au-
omatically between the two paired users: 
• Connection Signature Resolving Key (CSRK) for the authentica-
tion of unencrypted data. 
• Identity Resolving Key (IRK) for device identity and privacy. 
In the BLE secure connections that NomaBlue relies on, the pub-
ic/private key pair is generated in the host and a secure connec-
ion key is generated by combining contributions from each device
nvolved in pairing. 
BLE features support the ability to send authenticated data over
n unencrypted transport between two devices with a trusted re-
ationship. This means that in some circumstances where the com-
unication channel is not encrypted, the device could still have
 method to maintain and ensure the data authentication. This is
ccomplished by signing the data with a CSRK. The sending de-
ices of NomaBlue place a signature after the data Protocal Data
nit (PDU). The receiving device veriﬁes the signature and, if the
ignature is veriﬁed, the data PDU is assumed to come from the
rusted source. The signature is composed of a message authenti-
ation code generated by the signing algorithm and a counter. The
ounter is used to protect against a replay attack and is increased
n each signed data PDU sent ( Giovanelli et al., 2015 ). 
Since Bluetooth 4.0, Bluetooth with low energy supports a fea-
ure that reduces the ability to track a BLE device over a period of
ime by changing the Bluetooth device address on a frequent ba-
is. The frequently changing address is called the private address
nd the trusted devices can resolve it. In order to use this feature,
he devices involved in the communication need to be previously
aired. The private address is generated using the devices IRK ex-
hanged during the previous pairing/bonding procedure. 
.2.3. Privacy 
There are different components to privacy. The Common Cri-
eria ( Tipton & Krause, 2007 ) analyzes privacy into anonymity,
seudonymity, unlinkability and unobservability. Anonymity deals 
ith whether a subject may use a resource without disclosing the
ser identity. Pseudonymity makes a user accountable for the use,
ithout disclosing his identity, by providing an alias. Unlinkability
78 M. Boukhechba et al. / Expert Systems With Applications 77 (2017) 71–82 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Example of SPOI containing more than one BLE transmitter, this sce- 
nario show how the beacons are used to interact with users inside the shop. 
Source:(“Estimote,” 2016 ). 
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tensures that a user may make multiple uses of resources or ser-
vices without others being able to link these uses together. It at-
tempts to obscure the relations between actions by the same user.
Unobservability ensures that a user may use a resource without
third parties being able to observe that it is being used. For ex-
ample, a broadcast obscures from third parties who actually re-
ceived and used that information. In order to ﬁll the requirements
of these four components, we introduced few mechanisms to pro-
tect users’ privacy. 
Each Bluetooth device is identiﬁed by a unique permanent 48-
bit Bluetooth Device Address (BD_ADDR). As Bluetooth is usu-
ally attached onto personal devices, the detection of a particular
BD_ADDR in the neighbourhood would suggest that a particular
human operator is nearby. As the identiﬁer BD_ADDR is tightly
integrated in the protocol and is used in many computations, it
cannot be easily discarded ( Wong & Stajano, 2005 ). In NomaBlue,
we use pseudonymous ‘BD_ADDR actives’ that were proposed by
Gehrmann (2007 ) to be used within an anonymity mode. Using
frequently changing pseudonyms would improve the pseudonymity
and the unlinkability between actions by the same actual principal,
and also protect the permanent BD_ADDR, which the device still
retains, from disclosure to a casual observer. 
Moreover, we chose to dynamically monitor the phones discov-
erability. The purpose of discovery is to allow one to ﬁnd devices
which one has not encountered before in order to share geographic
information. Essentially, the discovery process enables a hitherto
stranger device to be found after at most tens of seconds, and from
the privacy perspective the real identity is unfortunately disclosed
when a device is discoverable. Keeping devices constantly discov-
erable is clearly a privacy risk. It is advisable to turn off discover-
ability whenever it is not needed. As such, in NomaBlue, we turn
it off automatically when a user is not on his sharing interval, i.e T
∈ [T e ,T e +D e ]. 
It is generally diﬃcult to secure privacy due to the diversity of
Bluetooth’s vulnerabilities. In our future works we will investigate
more privacy problems of this pervasive wireless technology and
we will discuss more ways to enhance privacy in NomaBlue. 
After describing the overall process of NomaBlue System, we
will present in the following section our vision for NomaBlue us-
ability in the real world. 
3.3. Examples of NomaBlue usage 
In this part we will present few examples of use cases where
NomaBlue can be used to enhance the existing spatial exploration
systems. 
3.3.1. Geospatial data collection 
NomaBlue is not a rival of the existing geospatial data provider
companies such Google maps ( Ballard, 2012 ) and OSM ( Brinkhoff,
2016 ), on the contrary, it can represent a support service for these
existing technologies. Updating the geospatial data is a compli-
cated and expensive task, and the most important, as seen in the
related works, it is a task that take a long time. NomaBlue can
represent a nomadic data update system that helps the geographic
servers to stay updated and informed by any change in the cities’
entities. Thanks to the versioning data stored in each SPOI, it is
possible to retrace any update in the SPOIs data. NomaBlue can
be programed to transfer periodically the users’ data into a central
server that treats the various data provided by each user, and use
it to update the geospatial databases. 
3.3.2. Marketing 
Companies spend valuable effort s in marketing to let the user
informed by any information that the company would like to shareo improve its sales. By using technology to help salespeople pro-
ide a more personalized shopping experience, brands can retain
he high level of customer service that people expect, while also
ffering new services that mimic what shoppers previously have
ound only online. NomaBlue can be used by a recommendation
ystem that proposes to a user a set of pertinent shop in his neigh-
orhood basing on his personal preferences, wherever he is indoor
r outdoor. Moreover, the users will receive alerts directly to their
hones providing information on new products, upcoming events
nd exclusive offers available only to those shopping in the stores
hat day, while being disconnected from the internet. 
Suppose that a mall adheres to such a solution, NomaBlue can
ffer to one user that has never visited this mall before, a set of
elevant information about the pertinent shops and products inside
he mall while just entering the mall (see Fig. 6 ), we believe that
he ﬁrst interactions with other users who leave the mall (who po-
entially explored the shops in the mall) will bring enough user
nowledge to have a good shopping experience. 
.3.3. Navigation 
NomaBlue can be used to enhance the navigation systems. It
an operate without using the internet or any prior geographic
atabase. Suppose that a user has moved to a new city. While just
alking in public areas, the user will acquire enough knowledge
rom other users to navigate easily in the city. The sharing capa-
ility can be seen as if the user ask permanently the other nearby
sers where he can ﬁnd a pharmacy, a cinema, a restaurant…etc.,
ut with a discreet and fast way. Thus, NomaBlue can support the
xisting navigation platforms when for any reason, the background
eographic data is not available (the internet absence, Web server
ailure …etc.). 
. Experimental evaluation 
We will test our approach using real and simulated datasets to
alidate the feasibility and the performance of our system. Firstly,
e are going to present the experimentations conducted inside the
ampus of the university and secondly we are going to expand
he tests by simulating the movement and the interaction of up
o 10 0 0 0 0 users in the whole city of Montreal (490 0 km 2 ). 
.1. Real dataset 
We have deployed 16 BlueCats Beacons (2016 ) on one of the
niversity ﬂoors, and we asked 10 students to move freely on the
ame university ﬂoor holding their android phones that contain
he NomaBlue app. The sampling frequency T s was set to 30 s and
he exchange duration D e was set to 60 s. 
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Fig. 7. Experimentation process on the university campus. 
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Table 2 
RAM usage experiment. 
Our approach Our approach V2 Waze 
RAM usage 26 Mo 48 Mo 67 Mo 
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m  NomaBlue app has been developed on the Android operating
ystem. The NomaBlue architecture is centralized on the user mo-
ile phone in which both sensing and calculation are made. The
ole of this app is to connect to each BlueCats beacon to retrieve
nformation from it, moreover, it shares the explored information
ith the other NomaBlue users that are moving in the university
ampus. The NomaBlue app uses a SQLite database ( Introducing
QLite, 2006 ) that stores the explored BlueCats beacons informa-
ion. 
The experiment lasted 60 minutes while changing the beacon
ocations every 10 minutes. The beacons were located either on
he corridors, in oﬃces or in classrooms (see Fig. 7 ). Each beacon
ransmits the following data: longitude and latitude, the corridor
D in which the beacon is located, versioning information and ad-
itional information such as the type of the entity (class, oﬃce or
aboratory), the capacity of the class, the name of the oﬃce occu-
ant, the name of the laboratory…etc. 
The results showed that the average time exchange frequency
 e during the whole experiment was around 249 s. In Fig. 8 we
resent the average T e and P evolution during the whole testing
rocess. We noticed that in most of time, the average position indi-
ator P is between 0 and 0.4, which globally implicated a T e valueetween 200 and 440. This means that the users were in most of
he time, in the center of their KCs . 
We also noticed that every 10 min, P = 1 and T e = 60 s . This is
ustiﬁed by the fact that these moments are the moments when
e changes the beacon positions (10,20,30,40,50 min), when the
eacon positions change, the knowledge circle KC automatically
hrinks because the users ignore the new beacon distributions,
he algorithm interprets the situation as a knowledge deﬁcit be-
ause the distance between the user and the border of his explored
rea is null ( P = 1). Consequently, T e is set to its smallest value
 e = De = 60 s to obtain information rapidly from other users. 
In order to test if the fact of introducing T e has an impact on
reserving the battery life, we have tracked the phone’s mem-
ry usage of our method, a second version of our method (V2)
here we discarded the concept T e (anytime knowledge transfer)
nd Waze app described in the related works. Results presented
n Table 2 represent the mean RAM usage of each application for
0 min. 
Our approach shows a promising RAM usage rate, better than
he other solutions. Using a time exchange frequency T e in our ap-
roach has a big impact on preserving the mobile resources, the
emory saving in this case was around 45% compared to the V2
f our approach where we discarded the concept of T e , and we
ransferred knowledge all the time. 
We are aware that this ﬁrst part of the experimentation does
ot reﬂect the real world situation, since the number of users and
mplemented beacons are small. Consequently, we are going to go
eeper in the second test using a simulated dataset that contains
any more users and beacons. 
Before going to the second test, we have gathered an important
arameter that we need to use in the simulated experiment. We
erceived during the ﬁrst test that the average range of the Blue-
ooth signal transmitted by the beacons was around 48 m depend-
ng on the position of the beacons and the number of obstacles.
oreover, we have tested the range of three beacons in outdoor
nvironment for 30 minutes, the average range was around 70 m.
hus, in the simulation process, we are going to simulate a Blue-
ooth signal that vary between 40 m to 70 m. 
iscussion 1 
One of the roles of this experimentation is to demonstrate that
omaBlue development is technically feasible. The NomaBlue an-
roid app that we developed succeeded to retrieve the informa-
ion contained in the BlueCats beacons and succeeded to share it
ith the other users that were in the same university ﬂoor. It also
emonstrates that the BLE beacons can be used to diffuse any type
f information depending on the situation requirements, for in-
tance, in our experimentation, each beacons diffused continuously
he type of the concerned entity (class, oﬃce or laboratory), the
apacity of the class, the name of the oﬃce occupant, the name of
he laboratory…etc. The ontology that we proposed in Section 3 to
tore information in beacons facilitated the technical deployment
f such solution. 
.2. Simulated dataset 
We have simulated the movement of up to 10 0 0 0 0 citizens
oving in the entire city of Montreal (70Km x 70Km), (see
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Fig. 9. CityAgents: our simulation platform with different zoom levels. (1)(3)(4) The simulation UI. (2) The whole Montreal buildings and roads layers projected from our 
database. 
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8  Fig. 9 ). The simulation model was developed using Netlogo plat-
form ( Banos, Lang, & Marilleau, 2015 ), an agent-based program-
ming language and integrated modeling environment that enables
exploration of emergent phenomena. 
The developed model called CityAgents can be found in
CityAgents (2016 ). The main idea of our simulation is to reproduce
the movement of citizens while remaining as realistic as possible.
Every user moves freely in the Montreal City by following the path
of the city roads, meanwhile, he has the possibility of spatial ex-
ploring and sharing data as described earlier. However, we sup-
pose that the pairing process between users may fail, this proba-
bility is calculated as follows: NUN ∗PF , where NUN is the number
of users in the neighborhoods and PF is a random failure probabil-
ity ratio. We calculate this probability in function of the number of
nearby users because it is known in the literature that the number
of Bluetooth signals may create a noise that interferes the pairing
process ( Giovanelli et al., 2015 ). 
The model uses two background spatial layers provided by
OSM: the road layer that deﬁnes how the users move in the city,
and the buildings layer that contains more than 84,200 entities
that are used to feed the BLE beacons in terms of information (see
Fig. 9 ). In fact, we assume that every building contains a BLE trans-
mitter and that the information transmitted is the data contained
in the OSM buildings layer. 
Our simulation model contains two types of agents, ﬁrstly, the
citizens are agents that move freely in the city, every citizen has a
random destination, where when reached, the user stay a random
duration ranging from 0 to 60 min, after that, a new random des-
tination is assigned to the agent. The citizens move with a speed
ranging from 2 km/h to 7 km/h. 
The second type of agents (called in NetLogo environment:
breed) is the buildings, we design the buildings as living entities
that transmit information using its BLE beacons, beacons are lo-
cated inside every building and transmit a set of information in a
range varying between 40 m to 70 m. 
When users are paired, we use a ﬁle transfer speed ranging
from 5 to 10 kb/s (this speed represent the minimum transfer
speed of BLE technology as described earlier), with a transfer fail-
ure probability same as PF . s  Before presenting the results, we would like to aﬃrm that the
im of the simulation setting is to approach as much as possi-
le the real world situation, although that these parameters are
oo hard to calculate in the real world. For this reason, the simu-
ation was not launched once, but several times, in order to en-
ure that the results are not sensible to one speciﬁc parameter
alue. Therefore, we have developed a java application that takes
he NomaBlue simulation as a core, and launch it 10 0 0 times, ev-
ry simulation lasted 30 days, which generated a total simulation
ime around 83 years (thanks to the time acceleration feature of
etlogo, the real time needed for the whole experimentation was
round 50 hours of continuous calculation). Besides, The Java ap-
lication was designed to make the complex tasks that NetLogo
annot achieve easily such as user’s knowledge storage and the
athematical calculations. 
In order to measure the effectiveness of our approach, we intro-
uce an exploration satisfaction indicator ESI , the aim of this indi-
ator is to calculate the eﬃciency of the spatial exploration process
n a radius rad . We assume that every moving user, during the sim-
lation, is searching for a random geographic entity located in the
ity. 
The ESI rad is the time needed to acquire knowledge on this un-
nown entity located in the radius rad (either the user explores
t himself by passing by the concerned building or another user
ends it to him). When done a new unknown entity is assigned to
his user and so on. We repeat this process until all the entities in
he radius rad are explored, the user’s ESI rad is the average time of
ll search processes and the global users ESI indicator is the aver-
ge of all users’ ESI rad indicators. 
In Table 3 we present the global ESI rad results in radius 500 m,
 Km, 15 Km and 35 Km using a duration exchange D e = 90 sec
hen varying the probability of failure PF of the pairing and shar-
ng processes. 
We notice from the average ESI in Table 3 that our approach
howed a promising eﬃciency rate in small areas (when the re-
earched entity is near to the user), the user has a high probability
o ﬁnd the location of the unknown building in the ﬁrst search-
ng moments, for instance the average search time ESI is around
 s when the search area is 100 m. However, when we spread the
earching radius, the system takes several minutes up to 50 min-
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Table 3 
The variation of ESI in function of the exploration radius. 
Radius 100m 500m 3Km 15km 35Km 
NB users 10 500 10 0 0 10k 100k 
ESI (rounded seconds) PF 1 = 1 /rand( 100 ) 9 132 311 1398 3471 
PF 2 = 1 /rand( 1 k ) 8 127 305 1382 3134 
PF 3 = 1 /rand( 10 k ) 8 112 288 1340 3160 
PF 4 = 1 /rand( 100 k ) 8 112 287 1303 3091 
Average ESI 8 112 298 1356 3214 
Table 4 
The variation of ESI when the user’s speed is increased. 
Radius 100m 500m 3Km 15km 35Km 
NB users 10 500 10 0 0 10k 100k 
ESI (rounded seconds) 7 103 288 723 915 
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Fig. 10. ESI evolution in function of D e and T e . 
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stes when the searching area is the whole Montreal City. This is
ustiﬁed by the fact that we supposed in the ﬁrst of the experiment
hat the users are pedestrians, consequently their speed ranges be-
ween 2 and 7 Km/h. However in real life, the ESI indicator will
e much smaller because the users’ speed will be higher since
hey move by using transportation, this high speed will bring the
nowledge of distant places rapidly. 
In order to conﬁrm this idea, we simulated the users’ move-
ents for 10 days by including a ¼ of the population that takes
ransportation when moving in the city (car, bus…, etc.), the speed
f this population was set to a random value ranging from 20 to
0 Km/h, results are presented in Table 4 . 
We noticed that in this case, the ESI is much smaller than when
ll the population are pedestrians, for instance, the ESI indicator
or the whole city of Montreal dropped from 3214 sec (53 min) to
15 sec (15 min), see the last row and column of Tables 3 and 4 . 
We varied the probability of failure PF in order to test the sen-
itivity of our system to the user device failures. From Table 3 ,
e noticed that when NomaBlue is applied to small places with
 small number of users (up to 15 km and 10k users) the system is
ot highly affected by the failure probability, even when it is set to
 high value ( PF 1 = 1 /random ( 100 ) ). However when we increase
he number of users, the sensitivity to the failure increases too, for
nstance, in Table 3 , when the number of users is set to 100k and
he searching radius to 35 km, the ESI value for PF 1 is much higher
han that for PF 4. 
After analyzing our system sensitivity to external parameters
uch as the failure probability, we are going to analyze next, the
ensitivity to the internal parameters, D e and T e . Remember that
 e is an exchange frequency calculated dynamically in function of
he users’ knowledge acquisition necessity, and D e is a user ﬁxed
hreshold that represents the exchange duration. In Fig. 10 , we
resent the variation of ESI 3 Km in function of these two parame-
ers. 
Varying D e has an impact on ESI , contrary to what one may
hink, when the D e increases, ESI increases too. This is justiﬁed by
he fact that when the exchange time is high, the exchange fre-uency T e is so high that it reduces the eﬃciency of the spatial ex-
loration (e.g. D e = 400 sec → T e = 33 min). On the other side, when
 e is too small, the eﬃciency is reduced too, because the time allo-
ated for the knowledge exchange between users does not permit
o gather enough information, moreover, it increases the number
f transfer interruptions. 
Consequently, the main idea is to maximize D e and T e (in order
o preserve the phone resources) and minimizing ESI . In Fig. 10 , we
ave noticed that the best value of D e is when ESI is around 500 s.
hus, D e parameter should be set between 50 s and 100 sec. 
iscussion 2 
We have presented above the exploration satisfaction indica-
or ESI, we have seen that this indicator varied in function of the
tudied area size. However, this indicator does not reﬂect the time
eeded to a user to obtain the information, this indicator was in-
roduced to test the effectiveness and the robustness of our system.
or instance, we reported a value of ESI 500 m = 120 s, this value is
alculated in an environment where we suppose that each second,
very city structure is providing a new information. In real life,
he frequency of updating information is much higher depending
n the application requirement (e.g. every day if the information
s daily discounts). Furthermore, NomaBlue is designed as a back-
round service that operates continuously (without waiting for a
ser request), which means that the service will keep harvesting
he city information in order to provide an instantiate information,
fter that, when the user demands a speciﬁc information, the sys-
em will provide it directly (for the example cited earlier, without
aiting 120 s) because it has been already collected. 
. Conclusion and future works 
In this paper, we have seen how the sensing power of mobile
hones and smart buildings can be combined in order to provide
n eﬃcient smart spatial recognition service without any inter-
et or geographic database prerequisites. In this context, we intro-
uced NomaBlue, a new spatial exploration technique in SCs based
n a nomadic data collection and sharing. Our system senses the
earby BLE beacons to retrieve information about the city build-
ngs, and shares this information with the other NomaBlue users
ithout using internet connection. Our proposal has been tested
sing both real and simulated data to discuss the feasibility of our
ystem, the experimentation has shown that this system is capable
f creating an eﬃcient dynamic ﬂow of information in the SCs that
mproves the user’s urban explorations. 
We believe that NomaBlue is a promising project that can be
sed in various ﬁelds in spite of not reaching its maturity yet.
urther experimentations in real cities have to be done to adjust
nd improve this work. We are planning to push further our ex-
erimentation in Montreal City using our LIMVI Laboratory (2016 ),
 mobile laboratory on smart cities and mobile computing, it in-
ludes a highly equipped and adapted recreational vehicle to con-
uct studies and validations directly in urban environments using
everal wireless sensors for urban deployment. 
82 M. Boukhechba et al. / Expert Systems With Applications 77 (2017) 71–82 
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